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Abstract

Purpose—As humans, we are constantly exposed to ionizing radiation from natural, man-made 

and cosmic sources which can damage DNA, leading to deleterious effects including cancer 

incidence. In this work we introduce a method to monitor strand breaks resulting from damage due 

to the direct effect of ionizing radiation and provide evidence for sequence-dependent effects 

leading to strand breaks.

Materials and methods—To analyze only DNA strand breaks caused by radiation damage due 

to the direct effect of ionizing radiation, we combined an established technique to generate 

dehydrated DNA samples with a technique to analyze single strand breaks on short 

oligonucleotide sequences via denaturing gel electrophoresis.

Results—We find that direct damage primarily results in a reduced number of strand breaks in 

guanine triplet regions (GGG) when compared to isolated guanine (G) bases with identical 

flanking base context. In addition, we observe strand break behavior possibly indicative of 

protection of guanine bases when flanked by pyrimidines, and sensitization of guanine to strand 

break when flanked by adenine (A) bases in both isolated G and GGG cases.

Conclusions—These observations provide insight into the strand break behavior in GGG 

regions damaged via the direct effect of ionizing radiation. In addition, this could be indicative of 

DNA sequences that are naturally more susceptible to strand break due to the direct effect of 

ionizing radiation.
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Introduction

The effect of ionizing radiation (IR) on humans at high to lethal absorbed dose levels has 

been well documented. Studies have demonstrated a higher incidence of leukemia as well as 

breast, bladder, lung, colon and stomach cancers and a number of non-cancer health effects 

in populations exposed to between 5 and 150 mGy IR (Cullings et al. 2006; Douple et al. 

2011). Global gene expression and cell signaling pathways are also altered after exposure to 

IR (Ding et al. 2005). This is likely linked to the observed increased frequency of clustered 

and deleterious DNA damage when exposed to IR, i.e. closely juxtaposed strand breaks, 

formation of abasic sites, and oxidized bases (Sutherland et al. 2001). Investigation into the 

effect of IR damage to DNA has implications for all individuals, due to natural background 

levels of radiation. Moreover, these studies are particularly relevant to those who receive 

higher than normal levels of IR, including people undergoing radiation therapy treatments, 

diagnostic imaging procedures that use IR and the health of radiation workers who receive 

larger than average doses of IR due to the nature of their vocation (Ayouaz et al. 2008).

Damage to DNA by IR occurs via two mechanisms in vivo. The first is due to the indirect 

effect of IR. In this case, IR creates free radicals and other reactive species (hydroxyl 

radicals (•OH), solvated electrons (e−
aq), hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) etc.) that can damage 

DNA in a diffusion-limited manner (von Sonntag 1987). However, in the nuclei of human 

cells, the tight packaging of DNA with histone proteins into chromatin and the concentration 

of other molecules that react with diffusible species reduce the proportional DNA damage 

via the indirect effect. As a result, damage via the direct effect of IR to DNA represents a 

significant fraction of the total damage (Krisch et al. 1991; Becker and Sevilla 1993; von 

Sonntag 2006; Close 2008; Bernhard 2009; Becker et al. 2010). Radiation damage to DNA 

via the direct effect involves direct deposition of energy into DNA or water molecules 

directly bound to DNA. This produces similar DNA base damage products including 8-oxo-

guanine (8-oxo-Gua), dihydrothymine (DHThy), and dihydrouracil (DHUra) (Bernhard 

2009). The direct effect of IR also produces sugar radicals on the DNA backbone, which can 

lead to DNA strand breaks. These damage products, however, are produced in different 

proportions via the direct effect compared to the products of the indirect effect of IR 

(Bernhard 2009). Krish et al. separated these types of damage in cells through freezing and 

hydroxyl scavenging techniques, determining that damage by the direct effect of IR accounts 

for at least 50% of the total IR-dependent strand breaks (Krisch et al. 1991). DNA damage 

by IR results in both DNA base and sugar lesions, some of which result in physical scission 

of covalent bonds in the DNA backbone. However, it is unknown to what extent specific 

DNA sequences or chromosome fragile sites are affected by the direct effect of IR. The 

effect of radiosensitivity by permutations in specific DNA bases has been analyzed by 

quantifying free base release, but such studies only provide an average probability of strand 

break associated with each of the four DNA bases (Sharma et al. 2008). Here, we have 

developed an assay that not only provides information on the identity of a DNA base present 

at a strand break site, but also the specific sequence at the site of damage. Specifically, films 

of dry duplex DNA pre-radiolabeled on the 5′ end with phosphorus-32 (32P) were irradiated 

in order to quantify strand breaks formed via the direct effect of IR. These strand breaks 

were quantified through the use of denaturing sequencing gels. This has enabled us to 
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identify two specific trends surrounding strand break occurrence at guanine, and its 

dependence on base context. In addition to the indication of direct influence of base context 

on strand break probability at guanine bases, we find that guanine triplets are less sensitive 

to prompt strand break than single guanine bases with analogous base context.

Materials and Methods

DNA Substrates

Double stranded, 16- and 15-base pair DNA oligodeoxynucleotides (ODN(s)), containing 

16-base pair single-G and 15-base pair triple-G base pair sequences (see Table 1), were 

purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT, Coralville, Iowa, USA). The ODNs 

were analyzed using the OligoAnalyzer program to avoid secondary structures and self-

dimerization. ODNs were chosen as such to maintain equal number of adenines on the 5′ 
and 3′ end of the 16-mer.

Radioactive Labeling and Purification of Oligonucleotides

ODNs were radioactively labeled at their 5′ termini by phosphoryl transfer with 

phosphorous-32 adenosine tri-phosphate [γ-32P]ATP. Briefly, an ODN (20 nmoles) was 

incubated with 2 microliters (μl) T4 Polynucleotide Kinase (PNK) (10 units/μl, New 

England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA), 8 μl [γ-32P]ATP (10 μCi/μl), 8 μl PNK Buffer A 

(New England Biolabs, Ipswich, MA, USA) and 25 μl double-distilled water (ddH2O) for 1 

hour at 37°C. One μl of the reaction was separated by 12% denaturing polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE) for 1 hour at 150 volts (V). One of the glass plates was removed to 

expose the gel. Plastic-wrap was placed on the gel and light-sensitive markers (Glogos II 

Markers, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, CA, USA) were placed in the corners for 

orientation. The gel was exposed to X-ray film (Kodak, Rochester, NY, USA) for 20 seconds 

and the film subsequently developed (XOMAT, Carestream Health, Rochester, NY, USA). 

The band containing the labeled ODN was cut out of the gel and the specific activity was 

determined by placing the acrylamide gel slice into a scintillation tube and subjected to 

direct Cherenkov counting on a Beckman LS600SC (Global Medical Instrumentation, 

Ramsey, MN, USA) using the 32P channel. The remainder of the ODN was mixed with 20 μl 

of 100% formamide. The solution was incubated for 1 minute at 90°C to remove any homo-

dimerization or secondary structures, and loaded onto an 18% urea-polyacrylamide gel and 

subjected to electrophoresis at 75 watts for 2 hours. The band containing the radiolabeled 

ODN was located and excised as described above and the gel slice placed into an Eppendorf 

tube (1.5 ml Eppendorf LoBind Microcentrifuge Tubes, ThermoFisher Scientific, Waltham, 

MA, USA), crushed to a near powder with a plastic pestle. Next, 500 μl of 1X TE (10 mM 

Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane hydrochloride (Tris-HCl), pH 8.0, 1 mM 

ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA)) was added and the tube was placed on a rotator 

overnight at 25°C. The contents of the tube were then transferred to a Corning Costar Spin-

X microcentrifuge filter tube (cellulose acetate membrane, pore size 0.22 μm) (Sigma-

Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) and centrifuged for 5 minutes at 2.3 g to separate the gel 

pieces from the solution. Recovery of DNA was determined by spotting 0.5 μl of solution on 

Whatman filter paper (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburgh, PA, USA) and subjecting to 

direct counting as above. To the tube, 2 μl glycogen (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, 
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IN, USA), 20 μl 7.5M ammonium acetate, and 1200 μl ice cold 99% ethanol was added, the 

tube was inverted twice, then incubated in a −80°C freezer for 1 hour. After incubation, the 

sample was centrifuged at 14,500 g for 20 minutes at room temperature. The supernatant 

was carefully aspirated off the precipitated DNA and 500 μl of 70% ethanol solution was 

added with gentle agitation to wash the pellet. The tube was then subjected to centrifugation 

for 10 minutes at 14,500 g. Most of the supernatant was removed by pipette and the tube was 

placed in a 37°C heat block to remove the remaining ethanol. Finally, 50 μl of 1X TE was 

added to the near-dry pellet to solubilize the DNA.

To generate double-stranded (DS) ODNs, the labeled ODNs were mixed with an equimolar 

amount of the unlabeled complementary strand in 1X annealing buffer (10 mM Tris, pH 8.0, 

50 mM NaCl, 1 mM EDTA). The solution was heated to 90°C for 10 minutes then the 

heating block switched off and allowed to cool for 4 hours.

DNA Film Production and Irradiation

High purity Suprasil (Heraeus, Hanau, Germany) quartz tubes (1 mm O.D.) were cut into 3 

cm segments, open at both ends, and then treated with Aquasil siliconizing solution (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Forty μl 

of the 5′ end labeled DS-ODN, suspended in the annealing buffer indicated above, were 

pipetted into the quartz tubes and the tubes placed in a desiccation chamber in the presence 

of 50 grams of diphosphorus pentoxide (P2O5) (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) with 

an applied vacuum of 30 mmHg for 3 days to produce films of DNA with a nominal 

hydration level, Γ (2.5 mol water per mol nucleotide) (Swarts et al. 1992). At this hydration 

level, films are stable at ambient humidity and will not hydrate during the time it takes to 

process the samples. DNA films were irradiated at room temperature using a Varian OEG-76 

tungsten target X-ray source (Varian, Palo Alto, CA, USA) operated at 70 kilovolts (kV) and 

20 milliamps (mA), at a distance of 20.0 millimeters (mm) between the sample and the X-

ray window. At these conditions, the dose rate at the sample was 1.7 kGy/minute, which was 

confirmed through radiochromic film dosimetry. Specifically, radiochromic films were 

irradiated at the sample position for a known amount of time using these operational 

conditions. Based on the film calibration curve established using a 60Co source, we were 

able to determine the dose rate at this position. Doses delivered were 15, 30, 60, 120, and 

240 kGy in addition to the control sample, which was unirradiated.

Sample Analysis

After irradiation, samples were dissolved in 100 μl of 1X TE buffer containing 5% glycerol 

to scavenge any secondary production of solvent radicals. 1 μl of each sample was removed 

and 10 μl 2X denaturing sample loading buffer (90% formamide, 1 ul 10X TBE buffer, 4 mg 

bromphenol blue) was added to the final mixture. The samples were immediately analyzed 

by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) on 18% sequencing gels (19:1 

acrylamide:bisacrylamide, 1X TBE (90 mM Tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane 

hydrochloride (Tris)-borate, pH 8.3, 1 mM EDTA), 8M urea). Markers were produced via 

Maxam-Gilbert sequencing reactions for G, G+A, C and C+T performed on the parent 

sequences and applied to the gels to identify specific bands in the experimental lanes. The 

gels were electrophoresed for 2.5 hours at 75 watts, dried under vacuum at 80°C for 1 hour 
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and exposed to phosphor screens overnight. Images were visualized on a GE Healthcare 

Typhoon phosphorimager and the total volume of each band as a function of dose 

determined using ImageQuant software (GE Healthcare Life Sciences, Pittsburg, PA, USA). 

Plots of volume as a function of absorbed dose were fit to a linear regression curve using 

GraphPad Prism 5 software (GraphPad Software, La Jolla, CA, USA). The slope of the 

linear regression was used as a metric for strand break frequency at that site. For each 

sequence, three sample sets were analyzed, providing an effective N of 3. Error bars to the 

slopes were based on standard deviation calculation of the average slope for each fragment.

Results

When analyzed in standard laboratory (dilute) solutions, naked DNA exposed to IR will be 

primarily damaged via the indirect effect of IR because of the overwhelming cross-sectional 

target of water compared to DNA. To analyze only DNA strand breaks caused by the direct 

effect of IR, we combined an established technique to generate dehydrated DNA samples 

with a technique to analyze single strand breaks on short oligonucleotide (ODN) sequences 

via denaturing gel electrophoresis.

A 16- or 15-nt DNA ODN was radiolabeled at the 5′ end and annealed with its complement. 

The double stranded ODNs were placed in siliconized quartz tubes and dehydrated to Γ=2.5 

(see Materials and Methods) by incubation in the presence of P2O5. We note that quartz 

siliconization was necessary to produce a small target for irradiation and to allow consistent 

recovery of the DNA after dehydration. The dehydrated samples were irradiated at room 

temperature and atmospheric pressure with X-ray doses ranging from 15 to 240 kGy. 

Samples were dissolved in buffer containing 5% glycerol to scavenge any residual diffusible 

radicals and DNA strand breaks analyzed by running the samples on 18% denaturing PAGE 

sequencing gels as described in the Materials and Methods section. Each band on the gel 

corresponds to damage events resulting in strand breaks at an individual nucleotide in the 

polymer chain. An example of a PAGE data set is provided in Figure 1. Maxam-Gilbert 

base-specific scission of the deoxyribose backbone (cleavage reactions) were performed 

with the unirradiated double-stranded ODNs to provide a reference set of cleavage products 

with known chemical structures containing 3′ monophosphoester termini. The unirradiated 

ODN exhibits a background of bands that could be due to incomplete synthesis and/or 

aberrant cleavage by autoradiolysis. Although free 32P was cleared initially after labeling 

using a P-6 filter (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA), we suspect that the drying method 

may have relieved additional 32P and once exposed to water in solution could have 

undergone additional autoradiolysis events as exhibited in the unirradiated (‘0’) lane 

(reviewed in Gates 2009). Additional free radical quenchers or a second filter step could be 

necessary to minimize the effect of autoradiolysis. However, as the X-ray dose increases 

from the unirradiated sample in Lane 1 to 240 kGy in Lane 6 (Fig 1), the amount of visible 

cleavage products increases for all positions within the ODN, indicating that damage by the 

direct effect of IR results in prompt strand breaks throughout the double-stranded ODN. 

Importantly, the vast majority of radiation-induced products align with products of Maxam-

Gilbert cleavage at specific bases, indicating that damage largely results in 3′ 
monophosphoester termini. We have therefore labeled these bands according to the identity 

of the base at which 3′ cleavage occurs (Fig 1).
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We also observe that some bands are present in between the prominent bands corresponding 

to Maxam-Gilbert cleavage products. Most of these have precursors that are present in the 

unirradiated ODN and appear to exhibit a precursor/product relationship as a function of 

radiation dose (some examples are indicated with and arrow in Fig 1). These products may 

have termini distinct from 3′-monophosphoester termini that specifically degrade upon 

irradiation or altered non-native base content remaining from the ODN synthesis. 

Nevertheless, the coincident migration of the vast majority of irradiation products indicates 

that that majority of strand breaks originating from the canonical DNA structure result in 3′ 
monophosphoester termini.

We analyzed the cleavage by quantifying and plotting the volume of corresponding bands as 

a function of dose to elucidate a dose response for DNA strand cleavage at each base 

position in the ODN, thus revealing relative strand break probabilities within the same 

sequence. For each data set, the volume of the band assigned to a specific fragment was 

plotted as a function of dose after normalization to the parent band and subtraction of the 

corresponding band in the unirradiated control lane. The dose response of each fragment 

was fit by a linear regression function and the slope used as a metric for relative site-specific 

strand break probability. From the volume analysis for the gel provided in Figure 1, it can be 

seen that the dose response of the fragments is highly linear with significant differences in 

slope existing between fragments (Fig 2a).

The probability of cleavage as indicated by the slope of the linear fit to the volume analysis 

was used to generate the bar graphs (Fig 2b and c). In all volume analysis results we observe 

a systematic increase in the apparent volume as the fragments get larger, related to the 

accumulation of more closely-spaced bands and a smoothly increasing background from the 

bottom to the top of the gel. In order to isolate qualitative trends of local strand break 

behavior, we applied a normalization algorithm (indicated below) to all data sets and provide 

the normalized, average slope of the damage response of each fragment in Figure 3.

m′N represents the new normalized slope of strand break response at the 3′ terminus of a 

base N, mN corresponds to the original slope at site N before normalization, and the 

summation relations describes the average of the site being normalized, as well as the slope 

at sites 5′ and 3′ adjacent. In order to normalize the slope of strand break at either end of 

the ODN, we applied a linear regression to the 3 terminal bases, which was used to provide a 

predictive rolling average to the terminal site of damage. This normalization technique leads 

to a general reduced apparent error due to reduction in the variation of gel background and a 

higher contrast in cleavage trends.

The analysis indicates that cleavage levels likely depend on DNA sequence and/or position 

within the double-stranded ODN, as there are subtle but reproducible differences in cleavage 

at each base position. Given the high potential of guanine for oxidative damage, we chose to 
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focus on strand break behavior at, and directly adjacent to, guanine base regions within the 

sequence. For example, the lowest-frequency cleavage occurs at guanine residues in both 

sequences studied, while strand breaks occur at other guanine residues at higher frequencies. 

Within both sequences, a guanine positioned adjacent to an adenine residue is sensitized to 

strand break damage. In the single-G sequence (Fig 3a) guanines positioned between two 

cytosine or thymine residues appear to be protected from cleavage. Additionally, in both 

cases the highest strand break frequency occurs in a guanine region when it is flanked by an 

adenine. This indicates that for both sequences a neighboring adenine sensitizes guanine to 

damage, thereby increasing frequency of stand breaks. In contrast, the presence of a 

neighboring pyrimidine protects guanine, lowering the frequency of strand breaks, with the 

possibility of thymine providing a stronger protective effect than cytosine. This effect is also 

evident in a comparison of the three guanine (GGG) sequences in the triple-G ODN (marked 

by solid lines in Figure 3b), which show very different cleavage profiles. The 5′-most GGG 

is bordered by a 3′ adenine residue and incurs strand breaks with high frequency, while a 

second GGG region harbors a central guanine residue cut with low frequency and is 

bordered by a 3′ cytosine. A third GGG sequence at the 3′ end of the ODN shows reduced 

cleavage at the central guanine residue, and is bordered by a 5′ thymine.

Another indication of the effect of sequence is seen for the sequence 5′-GCAG-3′, which 

occurs in both ODN (marked by dotted lines in Figures 3a and 3b), and appears to have a 

very similar cleavage profile in both. In contrast, the sequence 5′-GTC-3′ occurs at the 

same position in both ODNs but the guanine is cleaved at a much higher frequency when 

this sequence is bordered by a thymine rather than a guanine (marked by dashed lines in 

Figs 3a and 3b). Clearly, neighboring bases influence the probability of damage 

accumulation in addition to the identity of the base at the site of damage and strand 

breakage.

In addition to the effects of local base context on strand break formation, we also compared 

the relative strand break probability of guanine triplets within the triple-G sequences to their 

single-G analogues. In all cases, the relative probability of strand break of each guanine 

within a GGG is lower than the corresponding probability of strand break at the analogue 

single G site. This analysis is provided in Table II. These probabilities were calculated using 

the following equation:

Where RFPx is the Relative Fragmentation Probability of Fragment x, mx is the slope of 

fragment formation of Fragment x in volume count per kGy (See Fig 2), and mtot is the 

slope of fragment formation of all fragments for either single-G or triple-G sequences. 

Comparison of fragment formation, normalized against fragmentation of the entire ODN, 

indicates that guanine triplets are less susceptible to prompt strand breaks due to the direct 

effect of ionizing radiation compared to genomic regions lacking serial guanine bases.
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Discussion

PAGE analysis of irradiated DNA films of a known sequence revealed an important 

correlation between radiation-produced strand cleavages and base context. It has been 

established that guanine is the most effective sink for oxidative damage in DNA (Steenken 

and Jovanovic 1997; Morikawa et al. 2014). As such, we focused on the cleavage 

probabilities at isolated guanine bases and guanine triplet repeats within two double-

stranded sequences of interest, designated single-G and triple-G (Table 1) annealed to their 

complements, respectively. Importantly, we described the first application of this analysis 

method to determine site-specific strand break frequencies in dry DNA. To date, similar 

techniques have been used to analyze products formed via the indirect effect of IR damage, 

yielding a large amplification of base damage in guanine triplet regions (Oikawa et al. 2001; 

Spotheim-Maurizot and Davidkova 2011; Saito et al. 1998; Yoshioka et al. 1999). Our 

method relies on X-ray irradiation of DNA samples in which the amount of water has been 

reduced to a level well below what would be required to minimize cleavage due to the 

indirect effect of IR damage. To ensure that residual radicals do not result in damage due to 

the indirect effect upon re-solvation of the sample, we include an efficient radical scavenger 

(glycerol) in the buffer at a level far above what would be required to eliminate damage from 

diffusible hydroxyl radical generated either by chemical means (Dixon et al. 1991) or by IR 

dependent photolysis of water (results not shown).

We used this method to analyze DNA strand breaks that arise purely from direct effect of IR 

damage within single-G and triple-G sequences irradiated at a dose range from 15 to 240 

kGy. This dose range is required for proper resolution of radiolytic cleavage products and 

previous studies have shown that strand break formation remains linear with respect to dose 

from low (mGy) to high (kGy) dose ranges (Sharma K et al. 2010; Sharma K et al. 2011). 

This linear relationship ensures that relative strand break probabilities observed at low dose 

will persist in the physiological dose range.

We demonstrate that strand breaks caused by the direct effect of IR can be visualized and 

quantified from denaturing 18% PAGE gels, subsequently dried and exposed to phosphor 

screens. As migration through such gels is sensitive to the identity of the ODN termini 

(Balasubramanian et al. 1998) our data indicate that the strand break mechanism produces 3′ 
monophosphoester termini, which migrate identically to fragments produced by Maxam-

Gilbert sequencing reactions. We observed direct effect IR damage-induced strand breaks 

distributed throughout the ODN and occurring at all four bases. However, we find that strand 

breaks resulting from the direct effect of IR do not occur randomly along the DNA 

backbone.

Our analysis of cleavage data indicates that base context is a critical factor in the likelihood 

of strand break formation for a given sequence. As free base release analysis, quantification 

of products like C (8-oxo-G), and the ESR studies of mechanisms of 8-oxo-G cation radical 

formation from guanine cation radical has pointed to guanine as a sink for DNA damage 

induced by an oxidative pathway (Shukla et al. 2004; Steenken and Jovanovic 1997; 

Morikawa et al. 2014) we analyzed the relative probability of strand break occurrence at a 

guanine triplet compared to a single guanine base with identical flanking bases. This 
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investigation builds on previous work in which ultraviolet A (UVA, wavelength 400-315 

nanometers) irradiation studies identified GGG as a sink for base damage, showing dramatic 

increases in the production of 8-oxo-G through one-electron oxidation of the G within GGG 

regions, which resulted in strand breaks after hot piperidine treatment (Chung et al. 1992). It 

is known that strand breaks produced through the direct effect of IR are the result of 

formation of free radicals on deoxyribose moieties within the DNA backbone. Free radical 

formation on DNA bases, in comparison, does not produce strand breaks (von Sonntag 

1987).

One could assume from this, that GGG regions within the genome would be less susceptible 

to strand breaks induced via the direct effect, as they are more susceptible to base damage. 

We tested this hypothesis through comparison of strand break formation in short ODNs of 

two sequences, one containing GGG and the other containing guanine bases isolated from 

other guanine within the sequence. Indeed we find a reduction of strand break probability of 

GGG when compared to their heterogeneous base triplets in the single-G sequence. For 

example, comparison of direct effect damage strand breaks at AGA within single-G to that at 

GGG flanked by adenine in triple-G indicates a significant reduction in relative strand break 

probability from 14.7% to 10.5%, in guanine regions compared to their triple-G analogue 

(Table II). This behavior persists for all single-G to triple-G strand break probability 

comparisons, indicating a reduction of susceptibility to prompt strand break from direct-type 

damage, regardless of base context.

Mechanisms of DNA Prompt Strand Break Formation Due to the Direct Effect of Ionizing 
Radiation

There are several observed mechanisms of prompt strand break formation after damage 

caused by the direct effect of IR found in the literature. First there is the neutral radical 

precursor mechanism via deprotonation following hole trapping at the deoxyribose moiety 

on the DNA backbone (Bernhard 2009; Close 2008; Sagstuen and Hole 2009; Adhikary et 

al. 2012). This reaction is in direct competition with hole transfer from the site of original 

hole formation on the sugar to the base stack and is driven by the oxidation potential of the 

DNA base neighboring the originally oxidized sugar. Once deprotonation occurs at any of 

the deoxyribose carbon atoms following one-electron oxidation, strand break occurs and 

damage transfer to the base stack can no longer take place (Adhikary et al. 2012, 2013). 

Studies performed have determined the free radical distribution at low temperatures using 

electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR). One such study determined a hole distribution of 

78% trapped on the base stack, primarily at guanine bases, and 22% trapped on the sugar-

phosphate backbone (Purkayastha et al. 2006). In addition, it was determined that only ⅓ of 

electron holes initially formed on the DNA backbone end up trapped at deoxyribose 

moieties at low temperature. This mechanism of strand break can be affected by DNA 

sequence context, with increased rates of hole transfer from the sugar to the base stack 

occurring with a nearby guanine base present (von Sonntag 2006; Becker et al. 2010). This 

could indicate an increased likelihood of strand break occurrence in DNA regions of high 

pyrimidine content, due to a less favorable oxidation potential of these bases and therefore a 

weaker driving force for hole transfer into the base stack.
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Later work focusing on strand break patterns in DNA elucidated through the quantification 

of free base release products resulted in the discovery of sequence dependent factors in 

strand break probability (Sharma et al. 2010). This group found that guanine has the ability 

to sensitize thymine and protect cytosine from strand break. While this is interesting, we 

must consider the radiation chemistry behind each of these effects. The sensitization of 

thymine, as proposed by the authors, is likely due to two one-electron oxidation events 

producing a carbocation, resulting in strand break. Since the strand breaks we observe in this 

study are formed linearly with dose, we must consider this mechanism and other 

mechanisms of strand break employing sequential one-electron oxidation events (Bernhard 

2009) to less frequently contribute to strand breaks than single-hit mechanisms outlined in 

this work. The second base-context dependent effect is more relevant as it is postulated to be 

due to transfer of a radical cation formed on cytosine to the sugar-phosphate backbone. It is 

proposed that this could occur only due to the unfavorable oxidation potential of the cytosine 

base. This mechanism only requires a single ionizing event and therefore could explain the 

less prominent protective effect observed in this work at the 5′ end of guanine flanked by 

cytosine bases when compared to guanine flanked by thymine bases.

Another mechanism that has been proposed by others is the transfer of an excited state 

cation from the base stack to the sugar-phosphate backbone. It is possible, due to secondary 

electron interactions with a one-electron oxidized group, to produce a base cation in the 

excited state. This radical species can then transfer to the deoxyribose, thereby resulting in a 

strand break. Of particular interest is work performed using ultraviolet (UV) excitation of 

trapped one-electron oxidized radicals in DNA (Becker et al. 2010). This group observed the 

formation of sugar radicals after UV excitation of base radicals at low temperature and a 

base context effect that could explain the results we outline in this work. Specifically, this 

group discovered that a neighboring thymine base can out-compete the transfer of the 

excited state electron hole from the guanine base to its sugar. This could be contributing to 

the protective effect we observe in which incidence of strand scission at the 5′ sugar of a 

guanine base is reduced when flanked on the 3′ side by a thymine or cytosine group. 

Moreover, it was observed that transfer rates of the excited state cation radicals increased 

with temperature, making this mechanism even more plausible considering our irradiations 

were performed at room temperature. Finally, this mechanism would only require one 

ionization per strand break, consistent with our finding that strand breaks occur linearly with 

dose.

A more recently discovered mechanism of strand break due to direct-type ionizing radiation 

damage is the dissociative electron attachment (DEA) of low energy electrons (LEE). In this 

case, LEEs are defined by an energy range of 0.5–50 eV. Under this mechanism of damage, 

free electrons at the end of an ionization track have the resonance energy required to break 

covalent bonds upon attachment to the DNA sugar-phosphate backbone. This is supported in 

the literature through both experimental results and density functional theory calculations 

(Caron and Sanche 2011; Kumar and Sevilla 2012). In the case of experimental evidence, 

investigators have documented both single strand breaks and double strand breaks and 

connected the probability of strand break to electron energy (Arumainayagam et al. 2010). 

While some measurement of LEE induced strand break was performed on DNA nucleotides 

in the gas phase, (Abdoul-Carime et al. 2004) the most compelling evidence was gathered on 
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single layers of DNA ODNs in the condensed phase (Naaman and Sanche 2007; Ray et al. 

2007; Zheng et al. 2005). These investigations were focused on single strand break 

formation in single stranded DNA (ssDNA), but some data was gathered on double stranded 

DNA (dsDNA). One interesting finding from these efforts was the increased free base 

release incidence at terminal bases. Moreover, base context dependence was observed with 

the highest free base release of A and T bases with T having been at the 3′ terminus of a 

tetramer. This could correspond to our results in which we observed a dramatic increase in 

strand breaks at the 3′ terminal T within our ‘single-G’ sequence (Figure 3). Further work 

in tetramers in which abasic sites were introduced (Zheng et al. 2006) showed a dramatic 

reduction in strand break incidence upon the absence of purine bases within the DNA strand. 

This again exhibits the importance of base context in the induction of strand breaks due to 

LEE. Other LEE investigations on DNA in the condensed phase observed sequence 

dependencies on strand break induction. Namely, it was found that electron capture 

probability increased with the presence of clustered guanine bases. This study also indicated 

decreased capture of LEEs in dsDNA compared to ssDNA (Ray et al. 2006). It can be 

argued that all free electrons produced along a radiation track eventually fall into this energy 

range, but it is unclear what the relative contribution LEE play in total strand breaks 

produced by ionizing radiation in vivo. In the context of our study we believe that stand 

breaks produced through LEE must be occurring and could be responsible for the base-

context specific finding we have presented, namely behavior at the terminal T in our single-

G sequence. However, DEA by LEE is not sufficient to explain our finding that guanine 

triplets are less susceptible to strand break given findings indicating increased LEE 

attachment to clustered guanine bases.

Future Studies

Our study observes DNA ODNs containing GGG regions to address the initial questions of 

strand break behavior under influence of base context. Previously, it has been observed that 

the probability of a strand break occurring at a particular site due to chemically generated 

reduced oxygen species is dependent on the DNA base sequence at that site. A pioneering 

study by Henle et al. showed that hyperoxia specifically created strand breaks more 

frequently to adjacent guanines (especially in GG or GGG formation) via site-specific 

Fenton reactions catalyzed by Fe2+. As a result, G-rich sequences exhibit an increased 

susceptibility to base damage and strand breaks, which can lead to end-to-end fusions, DNA 

mutations, cell death and other detrimental consequences (Henle et al. 1999; Honda et al. 

2001; Ilyenko et al. 2011; Kawanishi et al. 1999; Kawanishi and Oikawa 2004; Lindahl 

1993; Lu and Liu 2010; von Zglinicki 2002; von Zglinicki and Martin-Ruiz 2005; von 

Zglinicki et al. 1995, 2003). Notably, shielding of triple-G rich telomeric DNA by 

chromatinization to diffusible radicals and the reduced proportion of free water molecules 

within the nucleus greatly reduces the contribution of IR damage caused by the indirect 

effect of IR (Becker and Sevilla 1993). Additionally, the relationship between telomere 

dysfunction and IR is well reported (Ayouaz et al. 2008; Fumagalli et al. 2012; Genesca et 

al. 2006; Salin et al. 2008; Wong et al. 2000). These studies combined make telomere 

sequences prime subjects for direct-effect IR damage which is why in future experiments we 

would like to generate DNA substrates that simulate in vivo telomeric DNA. These would 

include double-stranded telomeric DNA and the highly stable G-quadruplex structures 
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within the single-stranded G-rich overhang (Biffi et al. 2013; Gomez et al. 2006; Hänsel et 

al. 2013; Kumar et al. 2008; Lam et al. 2013; Sen et al. 1988; Wu et al. 2008; Paeschke 

2005; Paeschke et al. 2008).

Our findings on sequence-dependent prompt strand break point to a single-event mechanism, 

but the specific mechanism of strand break observed here could not be explicitly determined 

given our experimental design. Future studies will be geared towards investigating the 

mechanism of sequence context on strand break incidence. Of particular interest is a 

comparison of sequences tested here to those containing abasic sites. This will determine not 

only the direct influence of a neighboring base on single-strand break amplification or 

protection, but can also control for any 3′ or 5′ damage preference for a given sequence. 

Through the use of enzymatic cleavage of specific base damage products, we can further 

reveal the interaction between base context and base damage as well as base context and 

prompt strand break formation.

In regards to our observed preference for large fragment formation, future work will also 

include 3′ end radiolabeling techniques as this would determine if this preference for strand 

break on the 3′ end of our sequences is an artifact of our assay or authentic. It must be 

noted, however, that our analysis accounted for this preference for large fragments by 

employing our rolling average correction, reinforcing the base context dependent behavior 

provided in Figure 4. Finally, it is possible that long irradiation times could have revealed 

heat labile damage sites or potential oxygen effects since irradiations occurred in open air. 

To address these possibilities, future experiments will include irradiations done on samples 

at 77 K by submersion in liquid nitrogen. This will address both temperature and oxygen 

effects that could be present.

With regard to discussed limitations of the performed study, we cannot make a firm 

conclusion about a quantification of base sequence effect. We demonstrate here the possible 

application of our technique to investigate this behavior in more detail with a larger number 

of sequences to fully describe the effect of base context on prompt strand break due to the 

direct effect of IR. We hope that this work will encourage other groups to adopt this 

technique to expand this work further. While our work here provides interesting findings on 

the relative yields of prompt strand break, it is important to emphasize that these are strictly 

qualitative, and given the experimental design employed here, cannot determine a quantified 

yield of strand break incidence at each site. Future studies will involve experimental designs 

that allow better quantification of strand break yields though careful titration of labeled 

DNA within the gel used to image strand break incidence. This will allow us to better 

compare our findings on prompt strand breaks determined through denaturing PAGE 

analysis to published strand break yields determined though free base release studies 

determined with HPLC (Swarts et al. 2007).

Conclusion

In this work we have established a novel method for evaluation of site-specific strand breaks 

in duplex DNA ODNs, generated by the direct effect of IR. Our method provides statistically 

significant information on the role of neighboring bases on strand break frequency at 
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guanine bases. Although this study cannot give a yield of strand break occurrence in terms 

of a quantified chemical yield (nmol / J) as multiple titers would be needed with 

observations at increasing time intervals, these data do point to the possibility that guanine 

regions flanked by pyrimidine bases are protected from single-strand break formation, with 

an apparent increase in protection from thymine bases compared to cytosine bases. This 

behavior persists in both isolated G and triplet G regions. Given mechanisms of prompt 

strand break previously discussed, we propose that the mechanisms most likely contributing 

to the sequence dependent behavior are 1) base-sugar excited state radical cation transfer and 

2) sugar-base hole transfer. Both mechanisms exhibit behavior that support our specific base 

context dependent findings and could be playing a significant role in our experimental 

system. In addition to our findings on sequence context, we have determined with this work 

that guanine triplets with analogous base context are less susceptible to prompt strand break 

formation from this type of damage when compared to isolated guanine bases. Additional 

studies using our methods will be integral to the determination of the effect of sequence 

context on single- and double-strand break formation, as well as the influence and nature of 

radical transport in these systems. Further studies will be required to determine the total 

susceptibility of G-rich sequences in G-quadruplex formation, to prompt strand break 

formation when compared to coding regions of the genome. Furthermore, quantitative data 

will be determined by testing a range of concentrations of dsDNA across the same time 

point range as this will give us information of the amount of strand breaks occur in nmols of 

DNA per joule of energy received. These future experiments will need to utilize an even 

proportion of damage events due to both direct and indirect effect of ionizing radiation 

damage. Finally, future studies should incorporate G-quadruplex structures in order to better 

approximate the relative damage contributions in vivo.
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Figure 1. 
Visualization of site-specific DNA strand breaks due the direct effect of IR damage by X-

rays. Image of bands produced through denaturing PAGE analysis of samples of single-G 

double stranded irradiated to the indicated absorbed dose. Lane 1 contains the unirradiated 

single-G oligonucleotide (ODN). Lanes 2–6 received doses of 15, 30, 60, 120 and 240 kGy, 

respectively. The four lanes on the right contain cleavage products produced by Maxam-

Gilbert sequencing used to identify bands produced through radiolytic cleavage. Bands 

labeled with an arrow exhibit apparent precursor/product relationships, as a function of dose.
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Figure 2. 
A plot showing the volume analysis of 3 example fragments of the single-G ODN at the 

indicated dose. Site-specific DNA strand breaks induced via the direct effect of IR increase 

with dose. For each fragment on both single- and triple-G ODN a linear regression was 

applied and slopes were calculated to provide a metric for strand break probability at that 

site. Parentheses around the final base indicated in the legend signify the base lost due to 

cleavage as a result of the irradiation. Dose response of radiation-generated fragments for 

the (B) single-G and (C) triple-G sequences. Relative cleavage probabilities as a function of 

dose were collected. Error bars represent one standard deviation.
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Figure 3. 
Normalized dose response for radiation-generated fragments. Normalization of data shown 

in Figure 2 based on rolling average within each data set to emphasize relative trends. Both 

single- and triple-G substrates are represented. Error bars represent the standard deviation 

for each group of data.
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Table I

Oligonucleotide Sequences. Outline of the labeled ODNs used in this study and the complementary strand 

used in each case for producing labeled, duplexed DNA samples. In both cases the G-rich strand is labeled in 

the single stranded state before duplexing with its complement sequence indicated below.

Oligonucleotide Length Listed 5′ – 3′

G-rich Strand

Single-G 16 AAAATGTCGCAGAAAA

Triple-G 15 TGGGTCGGGCAGGGA

Compliment

Single-G Compliment 16 TTTTCTGCGACATTTT

Triple-G Compliment 15 TCCCTGCCCGACCCA
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Table II

Relative Strand Break Probabilities. Analysis of the frequency of strand break of GGG regions (normalized 

against the frequency of all strand breaks within the substrate) compared with the strand break frequency of 

analogous triplets normalized using the same treatment. Analysis indicates a reduction in strand break 

occurrence for GGG regions when compared to their analogues with identical flanking base identity.

Oligonucleotide Triplet Sequence Strand Break Probability

AAGAC 0.147 ± 0.0056

Single-G ACGCT 0.117 ± 0.0071

CTGTA 0.086 ± 0.0109

AGGGA 0.105 ± 0.0151

Triple-G CGGGC 0.096 ± 0.0117

TGGGT 0.063 ± 0.0064
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